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HP EliteOne 1000 27-in 
4K UHD Display

Go big in ultra-luxe style 
Upgrade your view with the same elegant aesthetics of your 
masterfully crafted HP EliteOne 1000 AiO with the stunning 
HP EliteOne 1000 27-in 4K UHD Display—HP’s first for a 
commercial AiO. It exactly matches the AiO when you want 
to swap out your display or add another for multi-screen 
productivity.  

 
This way to 4K  
Experience extraordinary color and clarity even in the finest details with 3840 x 2160 resolution 
and a billion colors. Get clear views from almost any angle on the 27” diagonal anti-glare IPS 
screen with a 3-sided micro-edge bezel.  

Set up in moments 
Easily switch the display head into your existing HP EliteOne 1000 AiO base with no tools 
required, or deploy it alongside an HP EliteOne 1000 AiO for a multi-display workspace. Get 
additional device connectivity from HDMI and DisplayPort™. 

Ready to collaborate 
Use the 2MP pop-up webcam with microphone to connect with colleagues; push down when not 
in use to help prevent cyber-spying. If you need IR for logins or image capture behind the screen, 
select an optional HP EliteOne 1000 IR & Dual-facing Webcam. 

Get comfortable 
Find your most comfortable, productive position with adjustable tilt and height settings. 

Supported by HP 
Rest easy that your IT investment is supported by a three-year standard limited warranty.  
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Part number 2SC24AA

Type IPS WLED Backlit LCD

Active area 23.49 x 13.21 in (59.67 x 33.56 cm)

Resolution 3840 x 2160

Aspect ratio 16:09

Contrast ratio 1000:01:00

Brightness 350 nits

Viewing angle 178° x 178°

Backlight lamp life (to half brightness) 30,000 hours minimum

Color support Over 1 billion colors

Color gamut (typical) sRGB 99%

Default color temperature Warm (6500K)

Tilt 5 degrees forward and 25 degrees back

Compatibility HP EliteOne 1000 AiO

Dimensions 24.2 x 7.4 x 18 in (61.35 x 18.76 x 45.81 cm)

Weigth 21.7 lb (9.86 kg)

What is in the box Display base; display; AC power cord; documents (reg. notice, warranty & install guide)

Country of origin China
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